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Abstract : Teaching jobs have a high level of professional training, education, equipping, acquainting, 

instructing, drilling, tutoring and testing. In the Teaching Professional learner, students, followers earn many 

sorts like skills, techniques, methods, tricks, activity and training. Through all this, learners aim to improve 

their teaching qualities. The other qualities are to develop communication skills, subject knowledge, 

methodology, language, technical knowledge, self-confidence, dedication, hard work, strategies of teaching, 

problem-solving, the objective of the professional etc.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In the 21st century, a teacher is a mirror of the world. Chief Education Officer-Department of 

public information said - “ Teachers are the backbone of our society”. But researchers' 

experiences say Teachers are the backbone of the school, college, university, educational 

institutions and the educational world. Without teachers, we can't imagine developing the life 

of human sense, discipline, personality and behaviour. Teaching is a way or bridge of human 

life successively and positively developed. All humans in the world are successful through the 

gift of knowledge provided by the teacher. The teacher profession is one of the best and noblest 

professions in the world other than. From childhood to before the end of human life, the entire 

knowledge learnt by teachers is important everywhere to solve problems of the career. A 

teacher is the only person who shares your self-knowledge with others without any cost. Those 

days when teachers do not share any knowledge, that day the whole world goes into darkness. 

God blessed all types of knowledge to give only a person of teacher unlimited. 

                          Nowadays the role of a teacher is very important from primary level School 

to a higher level of educational institutions such as school, colleges and universities. All 

educational institutions provide the best knowledge through their best teachers. All private 

and government organisations or institutions want to give the best knowledge and every 

institution achieved name and fame through the best results, the success of the students, 

management of the schools, colleges and universities fully depends upon teachers. In a private 

institution competing to achieve more and more success and whole success only depends on 

the best, hard worker, patience, knowledgeable dedicated person that is a teacher also. So the 
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teacher is the maker of the person or human life. Here we know about the qualities of teachers 

given below according to the 21st century. 

 

1. Good, Expert and Simple Communication Skills  

      In the current scenario and demand of society, educational institutions, any situation 

or moment, every teacher should develop good, expert and simple communication 

skills. Communication is the best skill to understand the subject, topic and any type of 

knowledge or matter. Communication is the most important weapon of every successful 

teacher. Without communication, none of the teachers is successful in the classroom, 

schools and the journey of the teaching profession. 

 

2. Broad knowledge of the subject/ topic who taught  

           In the 21st century every teacher wants to be successful but many teachers do 

not find success because of so many reasons. Everybody knows about the work or role 

of the teacher. The teacher taught any topic related to the subject in the classroom at the 

institutions every day according to their routine. If every teacher wants to make a good 

teacher then he will study more and more time on any one topic whenever that topic 

does not understand who taught the daily classroom. That means deep knowledge plus 

a clear concept of the subject or topic is mandatory or essential or compulsory for every 

teacher every day. 

 

3. The secret/deep knowledge of the subject methodology     

        Every subject has many methods or techniques available in the books, library and 

websites at teachers training institutions. In the 21st century, if one has chosen the 

profession of teaching every teacher must have the methodology of earning more than 

one or every teaching method and technique available in the subject methodology of 

the books. Why is every teacher learning necessary?  Because in the classroom different 

categories or types of the student take admission in the school. Some are brilliant, some 

are average and some are so weak.  A good teacher always took a week or average 

student together in the classroom. For example - In a classroom, when a teacher taught 

any topic in their subject, but sometimes may occur or something happens when many 

students do not understand your topic taught one method or technique, those you are 

using, that time or that situation you use another method or technique if you already 

learnt or knew about another method or technique. So we can say that the knowledge 

of the methodology is very useful to every teacher who had a teaching profession 

 

4. Your Key To Success: Bilingual language 

       In the 21st century every teacher should have to know about bilingual skills. 

Bilingual skills are very profitable and fruitful for every teacher who chooses the 

profession of teaching. Everybody knows,  in the market t, the maximum books are 

available in Hindi and English language in India and the language of the website or 

maximum best material are available in English only. In that situation, if the teacher 
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does not know about that language all materials are useless and worthless for him. We 

also know the two types of mediums  (Hindi and English)  are available in Indian 

institutions. Also know that in the classroom two mediums of the students are present 

iSo I said that the knowledge of the bilingual language for every teacher is very 

important. Lack of bilingual skills we can't satisfy the knowledge of the students. 

 

5. Use knowledge of the computer for preparing teaching material/new things 

       Today is the era of computers, mobile and on the internet. Today knowledge of the 

computer is essential for every teacher. If those teachers want to achieve the objectives 

of every day, the topic of the subject or objectives of the teaching education, in the 

classroom. Today many private and government institutions are running smart classes. 

The smart classes are fully equipped with computer technology and a projector. Without 

knowledge of the technology, nobody can operate these techniques easily. PowerPoint 

Presentation (PPT) is the most common presentation of either computer or projector. 

Nowadays preparation of the PPT is also very tough work for everyone and without 

PPT we can't present our topic easily or smartly. So knowledge of computers is 

compulsory for every smart teacher in the 21st century. 

 

6. Believe in your self-confidence  

         For a teaching profession, the need for self-confidence, self-stream self-assurance 

is very important. Its quality to improve, develop and trust increases dependence on 

totally yourself. Nobody improves your self-confidence. In other words, to say that self-

confidence has internal skills and abilities of the human and sense of control in your 

life. It helps you develop a positive view of yourself. This quality sometimes depends 

upon genetics or sometimes depends upon our social, family or academic backgrounds 

for some time depending upon our hard-working or self practising or environment. 

 

7. Your Key To Success: Hardworking  

          Success in any field fully depends on your hard work. For teaching, the 

professional quality of hard work is necessary, mandatory or compulsory for every 

teacher. In the past decade, so many successful or ideal teachers were available in our 

society. Hard-working quality or skill has a story of every successful teacher because 

we all know that "no shortcut way of success" and teaching professionals is also hard, 

So hard working for every teacher is mandatory. 

 

8. Dedication in the professional 

        The teaching profession is always a royal profession. Those people selected this 

professional as the luckiest man or woman in the world because they are builders or 

constructors of human beings or professions. The teacher is the origin of the entire 

discovery in the world through human knowledge. While the smallest or largest thing 

is because teachers have lots of knowledge and knowledge is the main source of all 
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things. Every teacher should be dedicated, honest and loyal to your teaching 

professional now and forever. 

 

 

 9. To develop strategies of student learning/understanding  

      Being a good teacher and well-educated person to develop a better understanding of 

your students, this skill shows the ability of the teacher qualities.  In the classroom, every 

student talks about teachers' personality, behaviour, teaching style, communication style, 

style of explaining topics etc. We all know that each student is different and expresses 

themselves in their unique way. We also know every student has a unique and different 

personality to bring your heredity, social, friends group, family, culture, caste, religion, 

area and academic background. So we say that every student's behaviour is unique. In the 

teaching profession knowledge of child behaviour and psychology is very helpful to all 

teachers. Knowledge of psychology is very important for every teacher to understand and 

helps students learn easily. 

 

10. Knowledge about all reference books related to the subject is essential  

     for Teachers 

         Being a wise teacher, it is additional parameters of the teacher to develop positive 

and sound knowledge about whole reference books, latest or immediately prior books, 

qualities and peculiarities of the books, available books in library pop your institution 

schools college and also know about available, accessible and obtainable in the markets, 

the right name of the books, writer, author, editor, scribbler of the books, materials and 

substance available in the books, standards requirements of the books, edition of the books, 

cost and amount of the books, publisher, journalist and publicist of the books, available 

contents in the books, but many teachers ignore it. Some reason after a job teacher mostly 

stopped reading, writing, refreshing and updating books they using, accepting, adapting, 

applying only a specific book it is not sufficient for teaching professional that behaves is 

not good for becoming a reputable teacher, knowledge of the books is essential for every 

teacher, without knowledge of the books you don't make an ideal teacher through the eyes 

of the Students. Super eminent teachers always help to choose, to suggest, read, to follow, 

to give references to many books and to calm students ' knowledge. 

 

11. The proficiency to solve every problem of the teaching professional 

           In a teaching professional, the teacher is a very good counsellor for a student pursuit 

for study, for selecting a subject, for the suggestion, the guidance of related topic, day to 

a daily life problem, some health problem, some changes in the human body, problems of 

classroom management, any other difficulties that related to the academic profession, 

personality, several problems teaching professional. It is also said that the teacher is the 

builder of our career and the problem solver of the stud professional teacher. It is always 

remembered in their hearts.  
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12. Always remember the objective of the teaching professional   

           Being good and for the objective or goal of the teaching, without objective, 

teaching had an aimlessness. Every teacher knew about the background of the objective 

of the topics or subjects those who taught in the classroom every day. In other words, 

every topic brings one new objective per day, for example, the mathematics teacher does 

teach one new formula and puts up with one example. That means the objective of the 

mathematics teacher is to learn one new formula by taking one or two examples only and 

providing some examples of practising for the day. Otherwise, if the mathematics teacher 

takes more than one formula and many examples then all students are confused. So every 

teacher should take only one objective in a day for each lesson.  

 

Conclusion: In the 21st-century professional development of teaching and learning are 

very important for teachers. In the above described we learn so many things about the 

quality of the teaching profession responsibility. A teaching professional is a practical, 

Pragmatic and empirical field. Every successful teacher, educator, mentor and instructor 

found many benefits of the above-mentioned following parameters. If the teachers do 

meditation, hard work and follow the above described then immediately several problems 

are removed automatically in the teaching profession and no one can stop you from being 

successful in life. 
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